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The history of “triage,” deriving largely from war, suggests four possible principles for
triaging in times of disaster: medical need, first come first served, doing the greatest good,
and expediency. These principles both reflect and threaten two basic Christian and American
values: equality and an “option for the poor.” Drawing on these values, with attention to
the particular circumstances of pandemic, the author rejects some proposed principles for
triage and argues for the priority of expediency in order to serve the interests of equality
and of the poor. She concludes with some cautioning notes about process.

W
hat would justice require in times

of pandemic? Surprisingly little

has been written on this topic.

What I propose here is preliminary and

incomplete. My focus is on ethical principles

rather than on specific practices or ways to

implement principles. This article is intended

as a conversational platform from which more

immediate and concrete decisions might be

made, appropriate to particular settings.

Two Basic Values
To answer the question of what justice re-

quires, we have to begin with some generally

agreed values. I propose two that reflect my

Christian faith affirmations. However, I be-

lieve that these values are sufficiently well

entrenched in American narrative, culture,

and philosophy to serve as a general ground-

ing from which considerations of justice

can be elucidated for social policy. The two

values are these:

1. Equal Value of All People
Christians and other Americans share a

fundamental commitment to the equal value

of all people. Equality before the law is a

grounding conviction in American culture,

even if it is violated in practice.1 A classic

philosophical principle of justice is “treat

similar cases similarly.” In religious tradi-

tion, the equal value of all people is some-

times called “equal dignity.” It is grounded

in the conviction that all people are “made in

the image of God.” Whether grounded in

secular law and philosophy or in religious

tradition, equal treatment is a sufficiently

shared value to serve as one of the constraints

that justice must meet. Justice requires that

different treatment be justified on the basis

of morally relevant differences between

people. I will return below to the question

of locating and justifying morally relevant

differences.

2. Option for the Poor
The second value is what Christians call the

“option for the poor.”2 While this notion

has received considerable development in

Roman Catholic moral theology, it is also

widely acknowledged in current Protestant

ethics. It means that those who are oppressed

or marginalized are deserving of special

attention and that social systems can be

judged by how they benefit the least advan-

taged. The option for the poor implies both

an epistemological privilege for the oppressed—

that is, the perspectives of oppressed people

are to be taken most seriously when assess-

ing a situation—and also a distributive advan-

tage for those who are disadvantaged, so that

any social arrangements benefit “the least of

these”3 For Christians, this option is based

on faith convictions—that we are to wel-

come the widow, the orphan, the alien in the

land—those who are outcast or marginalized

or powerless. It may be because of the Chris-

tian influence on American culture that John

Rawls’ “difference principle” has also found

such resonance and been so influential in
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contemporary Christian and philosophical circles.4 Rawls’

“difference principle” requires that inequalities in distri-

bution of basic goods must redound to the advantage of

the disadvantaged.5 While there has been considerable

debate about the precise implications of this principle,

Rawls himself clearly thought that it worked toward

equality and thus had a leavening effect on society, raising

the status of the poor. Thus, in both philosophical and

theological circles we get a second basic value—the need

to assess situations by how they affect the poor.

Disaster threatens both of these values, particularly the

option for the poor. In times of disaster, when many more

need medical treatment than can be accommodated, how

do we uphold equal value? Is there any way to protect the

option for the poor, or must we yield to other principles

or procedures in times of disaster? In particular, “triage”

in times of disaster has come (as we shall see) to be associ-

ated with utilitarian principles of doing the greatest good

overall. Can such principles be reconciled with an option

for the poor? Does a Christian perspective allow accom-

modation to principles of utility or expediency?

Facing a Pandemic: Four Reasons
Why We Should Worry

1. Recurring Pandemics
Over the last century, we have seen recurrent pandemics

of flu. Up to 50 million people died worldwide from the

influenza pandemic of 1918; 70,000 died in the U.S. alone

in the flu pandemic of 1957; 34,000 died in the U.S. in 1968

from yet another pandemic.6 Whether it will be this flu or

the next strain, experts predict that we cannot avoid a pan-

demic at some time.7

2. The Possible Escalating Current
Situation
At present, our eyes are on the H5N1 strain called avian

flu. There are fewer than 300 known cases of humans con-

tracting avian flu and until June 2006, it was thought that

those who contracted the flu all had direct— and generally

prolonged—contact with infected birds. Even so, the rapid

spread of the virus (it has been found in Europe most re-

cently) and the potential of all viruses to mutate rapidly

engendered a realistic fear that this one may eventually

spread from person to person, rather than simply from

bird to person. In June 2006, anxiety rose as the first cases

were reported in which the flu appeared to have spread

from person to person, increasing the likelihood of a pan-

demic.8 It therefore seems prudent to consider what justice

might require in times of pandemic.

3. Evidence that the Poor Suffer Most in
Times of Disaster
Hurricane Katrina and the Asian tsunami of 2004 demon-

strate that, in times of disaster, it is often the poor who

suffer most.9 If justice requires an option for the poor, then

we must look closely at what might happen in a pandemic.

4. The Failure of the National Disaster
Medical System
A study completed in December 2005 for the House of

Representatives concluded that the U.S. National Disaster

Medical System has been undermined during the Bush

administration and is currently inadequate for response to

future disaster.10 Failures at all levels during Hurricane

Katrina indicate the urgency for American communities to

consider their own disaster response systems.

Some Opening Cautions
Is Justice Applicable to Situations of Dire
Scarcity?
Some believe that in times of war or other disasters involv-

ing massive casualty and injury, “justice” simply becomes

moot. This is for two reasons. First, justice requires order.

There must be enough remaining authority to keep suffi-

cient order so that decisions about distribution are not

simply the result of looting, pillage, and armed citizens

run amok. Experience following Hurricane Katrina sug-

gests that in times of disaster, there may not be enough

order left for justice to operate at all. Perhaps, then, asking

about justice is a futile exercise. Part of the reason that

we plan ahead is in hopes of retaining enough order for

justice to operate. The need to secure order may itself

affect principles of justice, as we shall see below.

Second, justice concerns apply when there is a shortage

of needed goods—some, but not enough to go around.

A pandemic raises the probability of dire scarcity of needed

resources. For instance, some predict that there will be

enough flu vaccine to treat fewer than 500 million people

worldwide—scarcely 14% of the population.11 Does justice

disappear under conditions of dire scarcity rather than

simple shortage? If there are no resources to distribute,

then one can hardly be accused of unjust distribution.

Under such conditions, failure to treat someone may be

tragic, but it may not be unjust or blameworthy.12 Hence,

perhaps considerations of justice do not apply at all in

cases of pandemic. Yet I would argue that scarcity, even

dire scarcity, renders justice necessary. When not all can

be served, the question of who shall be served and who

shall be neglected takes on special urgency.

Is War a Good Model?
The question of justice in times of disaster has been best

studied with regard to war and treatment of the wounded

during war. Principles of “triage” generally derive from

that context. Whether war provides a good context for

considerations of principles for medicine is certainly

debatable. Philosopher Michael Gross has recently argued

that war transforms the usual principles of medicine,

elevating utility in a way that may run roughshod over
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honored principles of autonomy and doing

good for the patient.13 It is not clear, then,

that principles drawn from battlefield expe-

riences should prevail in examining medical

disasters or pandemic. Nonetheless, I will

begin with some considerations of the triage

principles that have emerged from wartime

medical interventions, as they help to dis-

play some options and principles.

Do Justice Demands Differ for
Prevention and for Treatment?
The questions of justice that arise around

a flu pandemic should, ideally, be dealt with

in two contexts: preventive medicine and

treatment of those who become ill. It is pos-

sible that principles of distributive justice

should differ for each of these contexts—that

those who should get priority in access to

preventive vaccines, for instance, are not the

same as those who should get priority in

treatment once ill. In what follows, however,

I have not distinguished these two contexts.

I do this in part because we have, at present,

no effective vaccine for avian flu.14 If a

pandemic hits, the justice questions will be

focused on access to treatment and to vac-

cines such as Tamiflu as part of a combined

treatment and prevention plan.15

Should We Have Triage at All?
Some may find repugnant the idea that we

make any choices about who gets treated.

Perhaps it is better to let all die if not all can

be saved. One way to ensure equality is to

avoid choosing one over another.16

But in fact, the everyday context of medi-

cine is rife with “triage” decisions. As medi-

cal resources, including time and energy of

staff, are often in short supply, decisions are

made constantly to determine who gets

attention first. Anyone who has sat in an

emergency room sees this clearly. Just as

clearly, decisions in the emergency room

reflect longstanding judgments that those

who are in most urgent need get attention

first, and those who are less urgent must

wait. This is an implicit triage principle.

However, the emergency room is not the

only setting where triage occurs in America.

As Larry Churchill noted long ago, the very

fact of distributing health care on the basis of

the ability to pay already involves a “ration-

ing” system17—a form of triage in which

some are treated first. With more than

40 million Americans uninsured at any given

time, there are many hardworking people

who have little access to medical care and

whose health is demonstrably worse because

of it.18 Access to health care is already

“rationed” in the U.S., and we can say with

some certainty that our current system of

triage does not advantage the poor. By law,

emergency rooms may be accessible to all

without regard to the ability to pay, but

health outcomes will remain very unequal

so long as general health care depends on

insurance or the ability to pay. This very fact

might give additional impetus to adopting

principles in times of crisis that are intended

to advantage those whose health has already

been harmed by rationing schemes. Further,

it is very clear that if we have a genuine com-

mitment to the poor, much needs to happen

before a pandemic hits. This, too, is a lesson

from Hurricane Katrina. Fixing our National

Disaster Medical System must be a priority.

Competing Triage
Principles
As rationing is already a reality, rationing

in times of disaster should not come as

a surprise. Stuart Rennie and Frieda Behets

have recently argued that “in situations of

medical scarcity, rationing decisions cannot

and should not be avoided.”19 I concur.

We must choose some triage principles.

Here, a brief history may be instructive.

The term “triage” is defined as the

screening of patients to determine their pri-

ority for treatment.20 Casualties in a military

or civilian disaster are divided into catego-

ries and responses differ accordingly. One of

the simplest divisions creates the following

response: those who may survive without

treatment and those who cannot survive

even with treatment are ignored, while

energy focuses on those who need treatment

in order to survive.

But this simple division is not enough.

Those who need treatment in order to sur-

vive may be so numerous that not all can

be treated at once. Who among them should

get priority?

Medical need
A pioneer in military triage was Baron

Dominique Jean Larrey, Napolean’s chief

medical officer. Larrey not only invented
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the “ambulance” system of taking treatment into the field,

but he systematized and ordered the priority of treatment

so that more soldiers could be treated in less time. Larrey

sorted casualties on the basis of medical need. The danger-

ously wounded were to be treated first, without regard

to rank or distinction. Medical need became his “gold

standard.” It is interesting that in Larrey’s approach to

triage on the battlefield, there is no mention of military

utility or rank. Generals are not to be given priority over

privates! (Note here the nod to equality of all persons.)

Medical need, and medical need alone, was the basis for

distribution—at least in theory.

This “gold standard” of medical need survives in many

discussions of justice in health care today. Certainly, in

nondisaster situations it carries many arguments. In what

has become a classic essay on Christian views of justice

in health care, Gene Outka reviewed several possible

approaches—distribution in accord with need, with merit,

with contribution, with the demands of the market, and so

on—and concluded that health care should be distributed

on the basis of “need.”21

In Spheres of Justice, Michael Walzer also argues that

money or rank should not be the basis for distribution of

basic health care; rather, health care should be distributed

on the basis of health need.22 Thus, we have acceptance in

both religious and philosophical circles of medical need as

a first standard for distribution of resources in health care.

First Come, First Served
From some of Walt Whitman’s writings, it appears that the

wounded men in the Civil War simply lay in a queue and

were dealt with in the order of the queue, not necessarily

in order of medical need.23 Thus, in practice a second

standard emerged: not medical need, but “first come, first

served.”

“First come, first served” is also an honored principle in

some arenas of medical distribution. In the early days of

renal dialysis and artificial organs, for example, there was

a great deal of discussion of the ethics of decision-making

about who should get scarce organs or access to scarce

interventions such as dialysis or organ transplants.24

Almost all ethicists—certainly Christian ethicists—came

down on the side of an egalitarian approach, often thought

to be equivalent to “first come, first served.” Rather than

trying to make qualitative decisions about which patients

might “deserve” dialysis, patients were simply to be

accepted in the order in which they appeared.

Thus, at least two standards have an honored history:

medical need and “first come, first served.” These two

standards are the ones that are often most comfortable for

medical workers; they accord best with the history and

values of the medical profession. But they are not the only

possible standards.

The Greatest Good for the Greatest
Number
World War I changed the triage picture. The motorized

ambulance resulted in many seriously wounded soldiers

making it back to camp. At the same time, new weapons

of destruction rendered more wounded on the battlefield

than ever before. Medical personnel were often over-

whelmed with the incoming wounded and their own time

and energy became the scarcest of resources. Under these

conditions, “triage” changed. A single case of “medical

need” might absorb hours of time, and during that time

numerous others would die. Under these circumstances,

a third possible rule emerged: do what saves the most

lives—the greatest good for the greatest number. Thus did

a utilitarian standard surface.25 “Triage” now involved

not simply deciding who needed treatment and who was

“beyond hope” or who might recover without treatment,

but making decisions designed to bring about the greatest

savings of life among those who might be helped with

treatment.

Yet a dilemma remained. “The greatest good of the

greatest number” is not as clear a standard as it might

originally seem. Did “the greatest good” mean saving as

many lives as possible? Or did it mean maximizing the

fighting strength of the army?

Expediency
World War II appeared to settle this question.26 The amaz-

ing success of penicillin in overcoming infection coupled

with its severe shortage27 meant that very difficult deci-

sions had to be made about its use. Given the exigencies

of the time, sufferers from venereal disease were given

priority over those wounded in battle, as the former could

return to the battlefield more quickly.28 Concerns for

fighting strength carried the day.29 NATO subsequently

devised a military triage system in which priority is given

to those who can be quickly returned to service, then to

those who are seriously injured and need immediate sur-

gery, and the “hopelessly wounded” or “dead on arrival”

are simply put aside. Expediency defined in terms of a

specific goal took precedence over “medical need,” “first

come, first served,” or a general utilitarian principle.30

Reconciling Expediency with an
Option for the Poor
This (overly) brief review of the history of triage principles

suggests a development from treating patients on the basis

of medical need to treating them on the basis of expedi-

ency in light of a specific cause or purpose. This develop-

ment may provide a model that could apply to pandemic

flu.31 But is it compatible with a fundamental commitment

to equality or with a commitment to the poor and

oppressed? While classic defenders of utilitarianism such

as John Stuart Mill certainly believed that utilitarian justice

upheld the equal value of each person,32 treating people
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in terms of their utility to a specific purpose

seems at first glance a very far cry from

giving the advantage to the poor and

oppressed.33 Given the American commit-

ment to equality and the widely shared

conviction that justice requires some com-

mitment to the least advantaged, should

expediency carry the day or should it be set

aside in favor of advantaging the least

advantaged? Why not simply adopt a “first

come, first served” or other approach that

appears egalitarian? Are there good reasons

for adopting the kind of expediency that

emerged historically in wartime, or should

we temper expediency with other principles

designed to protect the poor or ensure equal

treatment for all? Space does not permit a full

exposition of possible principles and argu-

ments, but I will propose the following:

Preserving Equality through
Process
By definition, a pandemic implies dire scar-

city of resources, risk of huge loss of life, and

impossibility of equal achievement of health

outcomes. If equal outcome is not possible,

then equal treatment must enter the equa-

tion in some other fashion. One way to en-

sure equality is through process. Whatever

substantive principles are chosen, they must

be applied impartially. “Treat similar cases

similarly” requires that cases be dealt with

on the basis of established criteria, not on

the basis of likes and dislikes.34 In a triage

situation, patients should be dealt with im-

partially, based on the criteria established.

Not all will emerge equally healthy, but

equality of respect is preserved through

impartial procedures. But if equality is

preserved through process, what should be

the substantive principles?

Principles Proposed for
Pandemic Situations
Expediency. Priority should be given to

those who could be of most immediate ser-

vice to the larger group to ensure the saving

of others. This principle supports giving pri-

ority to nurses, physicians, and others with

medical skill. Priority must also be given to

those with other sorts of competence neces-

sary to rebuild a community or keep disaster

from spreading—firefighters and police,

who may be needed to keep order in the com-

munity, electricians, engineers, lab techni-

cians, and support staff who may be needed

to ensure ongoing medical services. In other

words, similar to the triage principles that

emerged in wartime, those who have crucial

skills are saved first. Moreover, the contin-

ued functioning of crucial social institutions,

such as transportation systems and food pro-

duction, must get priority.35 Here, I admit

forthrightly that many of these people will

not be among the poor as we typically under-

stand that term; the mere fact that they have

jobs and incomes may keep them above the

poverty line.36 In general, however, I believe

that those who are genuinely poor will ulti-

mately be best served by saving those with

life-saving and order-keeping skills. My pro-

posal here is largely in accordance with the

HHS Pandemic Influenza Plan,37 though it

differs in two respects: I have not put vaccine

manufacturers into the first category of those

to be saved, and I have not divided medical

personnel and public safety workers (police,

firefighters) into two tiers, but have lumped

them into the first category.

Conservation. The next level of priority

goes to those who can recover with little

medical intervention or with lower doses of

medication, saving more for others. Winslow

calls this the “principle of conservation.”38

Philosopher Philippa Foot argues that we

should save five patients rather than one,

if possible.39 In other words, efficiency is

an acceptable value in emergency situations.

Because influenza vaccine generally requires

a particular dose for everyone, the principle

of conservation may not easily apply in

pandemic situations. However, it is possible

that children or the elderly would need

a smaller dose than others. If more can be

saved with the same quantity of resources,

then save more.

Priority to those who have dependents.

Third, I believe that those who have depend-

ents should get some priority. By “depend-

ents,” I mean both minor children under the

age of 16 and adults who are not able to sur-

vive on their own. Nicholas Rescher argues

that mothers of minor children should get

some priority because of their family role;

so does Robert Young.40 Neither mentions

fathers, but their texts were written in more

sexist days. Fathers and women used to be

given deferment from military service be-

cause of their family roles. Winslow suggests

that the discussion on this idea is incon-

clusive, and he does not take a side (even
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though—or perhaps precisely because—he was a father

with young children at the time of writing). Because I give

some priority to the needs of children, I believe that priority

to those with dependents can be justified. I would also

note that many of the poor would be among those with

dependents and therefore might get some priority under

such a principle.

These, then, are the principles that I propose for pan-

demic situations. Principles that I have rejected include first

come, first served; priority to those with overall social

worth; priority to the medically neediest; and priority to

the generally neediest.

Principles Rejected for Pandemic
Situations
First come, first served. This time-honored principle is

not adequate for triage in times of disaster. Nor does it serve

the interests of the poor. The poor tend not to go for treat-

ment as quickly as those who are better off or better

insured; therefore, those who are first in line are rarely

those who are least advantaged, and the “first come, first

served” approach may in fact privilege those who already

are better off. If Hurricane Katrina has taught us nothing

else, it should have taught us that the poor are often those

hardest hit by what we call natural disasters.41 It is very

likely that a flu pandemic would affect poor regions and

the poor within other regions more heavily than it will

affect those who are better off.42 “First come, first served”

does not ensure equality of treatment and is no guarantee

of a preference for the poor; indeed, it may work precisely

to disadvantage the poor.

Priority to those with overall social worth. While I have

defended a principle of giving priority to those with spe-

cific skills relevant to the situation, I reject the idea of

preferring those who are more important or more worthy

overall. Is it possible to determine one’s social worth?

Winslow argues no.43 I concur. Childress notes, for in-

stance, that it is difficult to predict social utility. I would

note that some who might generally be thought to be of less

social utility, such as sanitation workers and others who do

“dirty jobs” may in fact be the most important during a time

of disaster. For all these reasons, it seems relevant to choose

those whose particular skills may be situationally useful

but not to attempt general judgments of worthiness. Cer-

tainly, for anyone from a Christian tradition, it is anathema

to think that some are worthy of life and others are not.

Priority to the medically neediest. Medical need was

the gold standard even on the battlefield for Napoleon’s

chief medical officer. It is carried over today in proposals

such as Robert Veatch’s argument that a just health care sys-

tem tries to equalize everyone’s health status and therefore

gives more to those who are neediest.44 It may seem cruel to

pass by those who are very needy in order to help those less

in need. It violates everyday practice in the emergency

room and other medical settings. In discussion, I have

found health care workers very reluctant to let go of this

gold standard of health care. Yet I believe that the exigen-

cies of disaster may require efficiency in an effort to save

more lives, and that the medical gold standard can be over-

turned in such situations. Further, as Rennie and Behets

note: “The criteria for medical rationing are never purely

medical.” Indeed, what treatment requires is never purely

medical: adequate transportation, food, water, and com-

munity support may all be crucial to treatment outcomes.

Hence, a principle of expediency that helps to preserve

crucial public institutions does support response to medi-

cal need.

Priority to the generally neediest. Of course, as is true

of measuring social worth, measuring general neediness is

difficult. However, we do have some models. In “normal”

(non-pandemic) flu seasons when vaccine is in short sup-

ply, those who are relatively healthy are asked not to seek

vaccination; supplies are saved for those who are older or

more vulnerable. So we are used to the idea that the avail-

able care should go to those who are frail, fragile, and

particularly needy. Such a principle might be one way to

enact an option for the poor and I hesitate to reject it.45

Under such a rule, those who generally have less would get

first treatment. Those least able to fend for themselves

would be helped first. Young children, the elderly, and the

mentally and physically handicapped might get priority.

This fits the classic “women and children first” lifeboat

rule. It resonates with the horror many of us felt after Hurri-

cane Katrina when we learned that older people were

abandoned to die in flooded nursing homes. Their vulnera-

bility seems to demand that they would not be abandoned.

As Hans Jonas once put it: “Utter helplessness demands

utter protection.”46 The root question here, however, may

be whether general neediness such as poverty is a morally

relevant criterion in triage decisions. In pandemic situa-

tions, it may be more important to save first those who are

young enough and strong enough to lift pallets, carry trays

of food and other supplies, clean toilets, drive ambulances,

and so on.

Conclusions
What makes expediency difficult for those trained to

believe that all people are created in the image of God is

that expediency gives priority to some people over others.

It therefore seems to fly in the face of a commitment to

equality and, since the priority rarely goes to those who

are poor, it also flies in the face of a commitment to the

poor and oppressed. Can we reconcile this move away

from an option for the poor, which is for many of us

deeply grounded in our faith traditions? Does pandemic

call for different principles than might apply in other

situations? Does a process of “reflective equilibrium”

suggest that our convictions must be modified?47
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I have argued above that expediency,

somewhat tempered, must carry the day in

cases of pandemic. Yet I remain troubled.

The triage criteria proposed above seem to

violate the commitment to justice as priority

to the poor.48 If the poor are generally more

sick than the rich, then the poor are not

likely to be among those who are most easily

saved. If the focus is on saving those with

crucial skills, then it is likely that more of

those who begin better off and are more

highly trained and skilled will benefit from

such a principle, as those with skills are

rarely the poorest of the poor. This bothers

me! Nonetheless, I do believe that the poor

will be better off from a triage system that

saves those whose skills can be used to save

others. I also believe that the poor may bene-

fit from a triage system that gives some

priority to those with dependents, but I real-

ize that this is not the same as a system that

simply prioritizes the poor.

So, I offer some cautions. First, under the

criteria proposed above, I would be at the

bottom of the list in times of disaster. I have

no medical or engineering skills that would

make me immediately useful to the commu-

nity; I have no dependents to give me prior-

ity in terms of family obligations; and while

I have spent a lifetime hefting boxes of books,

my arthritic hands would be no match for

a younger person when it comes to lifting

pallets, digging latrines, or any of the myr-

iad of difficult and “dirty” jobs that might

accompany disaster. I might be willing to be

of service, but I doubt that I could be of as

much service as many others. Except insofar

as my general health might permit me to be

among those who would need less care than

others and therefore might be treated before

those needing substantial care, the criteria

that I propose here do not privilege me. This

lack of privileging seems to me important.

If the criteria I propose had the effect of

privileging me, then I would urge my

listener to bring a strong hermeneutic of

suspicion to my proposals.49

Second, I have spoken here of pandemics.

Work needs to be done to sort out some mor-

ally relevant differences in different types of

disaster, as pandemic is not the only situa-

tion that would call for clear principles of

justice and priorities in treatment. I have not

done that work here, and it is possible that

the criteria I proposed above would have to

be modified or rearranged depending on the

specific disaster contemplated. For instance,

the devastating effects of an earthquake or

tsunami may be very different from the

effects of a flu pandemic, and might require

a different response. Further, I have not

addressed here one of the most difficult and

potentially contentious issues in pandemic:

the question of quarantine. When a quaran-

tine would be justified, and what level of

isolation of individuals, families, or commu-

nities may be consonant with principles of

justice, is a matter deserving of separate

treatment.

Third, in accord with my principle of

epistemological privilege to the oppressed,

the proposals offered need to be checked

against the considered judgments of those

who are poor and oppressed. Would they

approve the above suggestions? Or would

they have other, more creative and more just

solutions to offer? The process of determin-

ing just rationing principles is itself poten-

tially as important as the principles chosen.50

That process requires extensive involvement

of those who stand to suffer most.

With these caveats in mind, I offer these

proposals as a beginning toward a needed

conversation on justice in times of

pandemic. �
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